Background Independence is the modern form of the relational side of the Absolute versus Relational (Motion) Debate. Difficulties with its implementation form the Problem of Time. Its 9 facets -Isham and Kuchař's conceptual classification -correspond to 9 aspects of Background Independence as per the Author's classical-orquantum theory-independent upgrade. 8 are local. The most significant arena for these is brackets algebra, the first 5 involving canonical constraints as follows. 1) Handling instantaneous gauge invariance. 2) Resolving its apparent timelessness. 3) Closure of 1-2)'s constraints. 4) Expression in terms of observables: commutants with constraints. 5) Reconstructing spacetime from constraint algebra rigidity. 6) is the spacetime counterpart of 2-4), and 7) is spacetime's foliation independence. 8) handles nonuniqueness. 9) renders 1-8) globally sound. We show how Shape(-and-Scale) Theory's mastery of 1) for N -point-particle models extends by placing a mechanics over shape(-and-scale) space to model 1-4). For flat-space Euclidean and similarity models, this gives a local resolution of the Problem of Time. This is moreover consistent within a global treatment if its reduced spaces are Hausdorff paracompact, which admit a Shrinking Lemma. GR's superspace is also Hausdorff paracompact. While 1-9) are poseable for all relativistic theories, and 1-4), 8), 9) for all theories -to all levels of mathematical structure: affine, projective, conformal, topological manifold, topological space... -resolution is on a case-by-case basis. Among N -point-particle theories, then, Article II's Hausdorff paracompact reduced space guarantee selects a very small subset. In particular, affine and projective shapes are precluded and conceiving in terms of shapes in space is preferred over doing so in spacetime. A substantial Selection Principle for Comparative Background Independence is thus born.
Introduction
Background Independence [33, 37, 99, 136] is the modern form of the relational side of tha Absolute versus Relational (Motion) Debate [1, 2, 6, 68, 136] . [73, 74] for local Problem of Time facets in the first row to the Author's Background Independence aspects [122, 136] in the last. b) The order in which the facets are incorporated, itself resolving a longstanding problem [73, 74, 77] . c) The key strategies used in the current Article's local resolution.
Difficulites with implementation of Background Independence constitute the Problem of Time [38, 39, 73, 74, 107, 115, 122, 136] The Problem of Time has nine facets corresponding to nine aspects of Background Independence. This refers to Isham and Kuchař's [73, 74] conceptual classification of Problem of Time facets, which the Author converted [115, 122, 136 ] to a conceptual classification of theory-independent classical-or-quantum Background Independence aspects as per Fig 1' s nomenclature.
The first eight are local, of which the first seven already occur at the classical level. The most significant part of their setting is brackets algebra [31, 72] , the first five being for canonical constrained theory, ending with recovering spacetime on such premises [87, 120] . One then switches to spacetime's own brackets algebra [122] and Foliation Independence [48, 74, 129, 136] . Aspect 8 concerns nonuniqueness, in a specifically-quantum sense, i.e. solving the Multiple Choice Problems of Time [73, 74, 86] . Aspect 9 is rendering aspects 1-8) globally sound, i.e. solving the Global Problems of Time [73, 74, 137] . The Author recently gave [149, 136] a local resolution of the Problem of Time, i.e. of facets 1 to 7 (in arenas for which these moreover form a consistent subset of the facets). This is the first resolution of its kind, strategies for individual facets having previously resisted joint treatment: the notorious 'facet interferences' documented in [73, 74, 136] .
This topic presently appearing in the third Article on a series on Shape Theory, the first thing to note is the connection: that Shape(-and-Scale) Theory, alias Relational Theory, confers mastery of Aspect 2: Configurational Relationalism. Relational Theory can moreover be extended by placing a mechanics over the corresponding relational spaces -shape(-and-scale) spaces -which now indeed play the role of configuration spaces for such mechanics. These are known as Relational Mechanics: Shape(-and-Scale) Mechanics. These provide a working theory [54, 91, 100, 112, 128, 131, 136] of all four of aspects 1 to 4 of Background Independence. It was this move which, firstly, provided many of the conceptual insights into what aspects of Background Independence underlie Isham and Kuchař's Problem of Time facets. Secondly, it resolved the problem of 'in which order' one is to approach the facets. Thirdly, it gave how to jointly mathematize aspects 1 to 7 so as to exorcise 'facet interferences'.
A first message to Shape Theorists working in Statistics and/or Applied Geometry is thus as follows. your subject has recently played a major part in resolving a 50-year-old fundamental problem of Theoretical Physics, which is moreover modern Physics' version of Leibniz' and Mach's relational objections to Newton. These considerations follow from building a Mechanics, rather than a Statistics, on Kendall's shape(-and-scale) spaces [59, 83] . This Shape Statistics [83, 117, 132, 133] also being greatly innovative and widespreadly applicable throughout the STEM subjects, the underlying Shape Geometry and Shape Topology are very promising subjects of study indeed. Such Relational Mechanics is outlined in Sec 2 alongside being used as an example demonstrating the nature of, and strategies for, implementing each of the first four aspects of Background Independence in this setting.
For the remaining three local aspects of Background Independence to be present, one needs a theoretical framework that is general enough to be capable of accommodating relativistic theories. To this end, we introduce the dynamical formulation of General Relativity (GR) [28] in Sec 3, giving its analogues of shape(-and-scale) spaces and its versions of the first four facets and underlying aspects [19, 29, 31, 39, 38, 72, 73, 74, 76, 79, 87, 121, 125, 128, 131, 151, 136] . In Sec 3.9, we then show how rigidity permits [87, 120, 136] recovery of local SR spacetime and a key feature of GR's dynamics from a general spatial ansatz. This implements the fifth aspect: Spacetime Construction. This resolved, we handle spacetime's own Relationalism [122, 136] in Sec 3.10 and Foliation Independence [48, 74, 129, 136] in Sec 3.11. We next outline the quantum version of the Problem of Time in Sec 4.
We subsequently entertain the global classical Problem of Time in Sec 5. Reduced spaces are key to how 2) is handled once and for all at the classical level in our local resolution of the Problem of Time. For spaces with symmetry, these are usually stratified manifolds as per Article II; the 1-and 2-d similarity and Euclidean cases are, exceptionally, manifolds. Stratified manifolds arising from quotienting are moreover prone to having merely-Kolmogorov, rather than Hausdorff, separation as per Article II again. Furthermore elsewhere-habitual excision (and more occasional unfolding) methods for handling these are inapplicable in the physical context. Reduced spaces being in general stratified manifolds rather than manifolds is indeed one of the Global Problems [137] encountered in attempting to extend our local resolution of the Problem of Time to a global resolution. This is moreover exacerbated by mere Kolmogorovness raising its head widespreadly (within the models with ab-initio symmetric absolute spaces). Article I's alternative of working with non-symmetric absolute space is also contemplated in Sec 5.4 from a Background Independence point of view. Two other upcoming Articles [158] will introduce furtherly 'out of the box' alternatives at this critical juncture. Some further global issues [137] with the Problem of Time are also outlined (zeros, domain of validity of approximations, constraints, observables and patchings). This is furthermore consistent within a global treatment by its reduced spaces being Hausdorff paracompact (HP), which admit a Shrinking Lemma (Sec 6). The corresponding Wheeler's superspace of GR is moreover also HP. Among N -point-particle theories, then, Article II's HP reduced spaces guarantee selects a very small subset of theories that are concretely protected.
Note moreover (Sec 7) that our Relational Mechanics implementing aspects 1 to 4 refers in particular to Kendall's similarity group model and the Leibnizian setting's Euclidean group model. Aside from these models' local resolution of the Problem of Time having been worked out in detail, especially in 1-and 2-d ( [112, 115, 122, 136] , considering a local resolution in the first place is particularly justified (Sec 5) by this case's global features: a point first unveiled in the current Article.
All in all, while 1-4), 8), 9) can be posed [138] for all theories [and 1-9) for all relativistic theories], meaning levelby-level in mathematical structure: affine, projective, conformal, topological manifold, topological space..., which can be resolved is on a case-by-case basis. In particular, our HP space arguments preclude affine and projective shape mechanics, and conceiving in terms of shapes in space is preferred over doing so in spacetime. A substantial Selection Principle for Comparative Background Independence is thus born, this being a large and fundamental area of study. It can indeed be argued [136] that Comparative Background Independence is in the same ballpark as Background-Dependent Quantum Gravity as subfields of Background Independent Quantum Gravity. This is thus of interest to Fundamental and Theoretical Physics, especially to 'the GR side' of Quantum Gravity and classical dynamics of GR.
Extension 1
The current Article has so far treated Background Independence at flat and differential-geometric levels of structure. Implications for Comparative Background Independence at all levels of structure (and so also topological manifold, topological space, metric space, point set...) are next outlined in Sec 7.5. This further sharpens [138] 's program. Extension 2 Our second message to Shape Theorists is as follows. For you, the current Article is moreover an invitation. Namely, that there has been a large recent expansion in Shape Geometry and Toplogy as motivated by Comparative Background Independence. On the one hand, there is some overlap with models you already developed for Image Analysis and Computer Vision -Affine and Projective Shape Theories. On the other hand, Comparative Background Independence includes plenty of other models as well. E.g. conformal shapes, event shapes in spacetime, supersymmetric shapes, shape theory on any manifold rather than just on R n or occasionally S n or RP n , for which the Articles I and II serve as an introduction. Comparative Background Independence has a Background-Independent Statistics parallel as well. By this, Topological Manifold and Topological Space Statistics [103, 111, 123, 139] are a natural sequel to Shape Statistics.
Background Independence

We use Lie's mathematics and are brackets-centred
On the one hand, local resolution of the Problem of Time, perhaps unsurprisingly, largely consists of using Lie's differential-geometric local techniques. 1) Lie derivatives [22, 70] £ X
with respect to some vector field X 2) Lie brackets [70, 96] 
which are bilinear, antisymmetric and obey the Jacobi identity
3) Lie algebras [35, 96] : each Lie group's infinitesimal linear tangent spaces to the origin, whose extra product operation as an algebra in the Lie bracket.
4) Lie's 'flow technique' for handling PDEs [55, 118] . By this, a first-order quasilinear PDE
for unknown variable φ is recast as a flow system of ODEs
:= ∂/∂τ for some parameter τ along the flow.
5) Lie's integral approach to geometrical invariants [7, 30, 150, 151] by use of such a flow technique.
Among these structures, brackets algebras see particularly major and central use.
On the other hand, the arenas these techniques are applied to are more modern than Lie's own setting. This reflects that the Problem of Time's most severe form requires both QM and GR to be in play. These are 1920's and 1910's developments respectively, with GR's dynamics and canonical formalism moreover having to await the 1950's [21] and 60's [28, 31] , whereas Lie's work is from the 1880's and 90's [7] . We comment further on the ensuing Lie-type mathematics beyond Lie's own remit in the Conclusion.
Constraint providers
The canonical brackets of constraints play a particularly significant role in Background Independence and the Problem of Time. A second dilemma moreover accompanies these.
1)
Constraints are a Given Starting Point, without question as to their origin. This position is quite common in Applied Mathematics.
2) Fundamental Principles act as Constraint Providers. This position has arisen in Theoretical Physics, in particular due to the Wheeler school [32, 38] . Fundamental principles thus entertained can moreover have a philosophical as well as a physical character. Indeed, leading to constraints is a way of successfully sharply mathematically implementing certain philosophical principles. We introduce each aspect-and-facet piecemeal, before showing how a Large Method version of a Small Method for the piecemeal facet combines with all other local such to provide our local resolution of the Problem of Time. The first two facets thus introduced -Configurational Relationalism and Temporal Relationalism -are moreover both Constraint Providers that sharply mathematically implement philosophical first principles.
Aspect 1: Configurational Relationalism
Configurations Q
are instantaneous snapshots of the state of a system. In the N points-or-particles setting central to the current series of papers, we denote the incipient configurations by q
with components q iI for i a carrier space vector label and I a point-or-particle label running from 1 to N .
The space of all possible configurations for a given system s is the corresponding configuration space. q(s)
We now also remark upon the use of slanted font for finite-dimensional configurations and straight font for field configurations. We use mathfrak font for the corresponding configuration spaces (and more generally for spaces of objects), so as to immediately avoid confusion between objects of a given type and the space of all such objects.
We additionally consider a group g to act on our configurations, such that only those features invariant under this group are of relevance to our modelling situation. This amounts to working with further configuration spaces
The particular cases of this which we consider involve seeking to free oneself from a symmetric absolute space by quotienting out its automorphism group (to some level or other of geometrical structure). This addresses the relational horn [54, 91, 112, 126, 136] of the Absolute versus Relational (Motion) Debate [1, 2, 6, 68] , often contemporarily also referred to as 'seeking Background Independence' [33, 37, 99, 136] . Article I moreover already provided many examples of this: shape spaces and shape-and-scale spaces for various g acting on diverse manifold models M Theory is moreover the basis of one of Background Independences's aspects, and, upon difficulties arising with its implementation, of one of the Problem of Time's facets. This Background Independence aspect's true-name is Configurational Relationalism. It is moreover the first aspect to consider in building our local Problem of Time resolution, by which this resolution can be said to have grown from Shape Theory...
There are two kinds of mathematical implementation for Configurational Relationalism. [100] in which one works solely with gauge-invariant objects O( Q).
1) Direct implementation
Knowledge of (9)'s geometry, and this geometry having the good fortune of being simple and/or already well studied, may be permissive of a direct approach. Much of Kendall's work [83] on Similarity Shape Theory benefits from this being the case in 2-d (and in 1-d, though this was already known previously, so Kendall concentrates on ≥ 2-d). In many cases, however, working directly is not possible because (9)'s geometry is unknown, complicated, or (e.g. as per Article II) highly pathological. There is however another approach which, at least formally, is completely general.
Such seeking can be either indirect by applying a 'Best Matching' [54, 91] group action on unreduced configuration spaces or by direct formulation on reduced configuration spaces [100, 112] : 'relational spaces'. Kendall's Shape Theory [59, 67, 83] (see also [81, 85, 117, 132, 133] for reviews) is a trove of reduced configuration space geometry work greatly advancing Relational Mechanics (see [112, 136, 140, 141, 142, 152, 148] ). Both approaches are additionally amenable to removal of absolute time as well -Temporal Relationalism - [54, 79, 136] ; there is also a Spacetime Relationalism [122, 136, 149] 'freeing from absolute spacetime' counterpart.
2) Indirect implementation [112, 122, 136] . First consider objects O(Q). Next act on these with g,
Finally, use some operation S over all of g to eliminate the object's g-dependence:
I refer to this by its true-name, of g-act g-all Method.
The most elementary and familiar example of this is group averaging, which features in undergraduate-level Group Theory and Representation Theory courses. 1 Here the 'all' operation is group averaging,
Other possible 'all' operations are, firstly, forming the group sum or group integral as appropriate. Among the many possible such, let us first remark upon Kendall's comparer between similarity shapes
for normalized centre-of-mass frame preshape vectors n. Secondly, on taking the sup or inf over the group, whether combinatorially or by appropriate Calculus. The latter includes in particular extremization of action principles in accordance with the Calculus of Variations. One can moreover generalize from q dependence to such as tangent space T(q) dependence or cotangent space T * (q) dependence. By this, configurations-and-velocities or configurations-andmomenta dependent cases can be included. It is also worth mentioning the great generalization by the insertion of an arbitrary sequence of maps between the 'act' and 'all' operations:
By this, e.g. Principles of Dynamics actions can feature among the entities that can be extremalized to produce g-invariant objects.
So let us construct a Mechanics [54, 91, 112, 126] indirectly on shape(-and-scale) space. We firstly g-Lie-drag-correct the action's velocities according toq
The explicit form taken in the Eucl(d) case [54] iṡ
1 Cauchy [4] is the first known proponent; this entered common knowledge among mathematicians with Burnside's work [9] (see e.g. [52, 96, 80] for basic modern use. This moreover, to the Author's best knowledge, makes Cauchy the first user of any kind of g-act g-all
Method
subtract off c q I as well to obtain the Sim(d) case [91] . For now we can consider this for a standard Euler-Lagrange action input, with our corrections introducing Lagrange multiplier g-auxiliary coordinates.
We secondly obtain the equations arising from variation of our action with respect to these g auxiliary variables; these are Lagrange multiplier equations. These are constraints, by which Configurational Relationalism is a Constraint Provider. These constraints are moreover first-class and linear in their momenta, by which we denote them by We thirdly complete extremalization over g by solving the Lagrangian variables (Q,Q, g) form of these constraints for the g auxiliaries themselves. We call these solutions 'best-matched' and our three-step procedure above Best
Matching or the Barbour comparer [54, 79] . We can moreover substitute these 'best-matched' solutions back in the original action to obtain a reduced action, which amounts to completing Lagrange multiplier elimination. Henceforth, we can proceed via this reduced action.
In the few fortunate cases admitting a direct formulation, we can write down a Mechanics action directly on q [100, 112] . We call this a relational action; [112] moreover showed that reduced and relational coincide for sim and Eucl relational theories, by which the joint-summary name r-formulation is appropriate in cases of confluence.
Finally, Principles of Dynamics actions are scarcely the only place we will need to apply this method in dealing with Background Independence. Other instances are forming g-independent notions of distance, information, correlation and quantum operator.
This gives our first distinction between a Small Method: Group Averaging or Best Matching, and a Large Method:
g-act, g-all. On the one hand, Small Methods deal with a single facet piecemeal, but very generally fail to deal even with that same facet in the presence of further facets. On the other hand, Large Methods have whatever generality it takes to successfully combine the facet in question with all other facets.
Aspect 2: Temporal Relationalism
The familiar Euler-Lagrange action
makes reference to Newtonian time t Newton . The other substructures in use here are the potential term
and the kinetic term
where M AB (Q) is the kinetic metric on the Q's configuration space q. The Lagrangian variables of this formulation
Since t Newton is extraneous, we replace this formulation with the Jacobi action. A first form of this is
where velocities and integration are with respect to a 'label-time' parameter λ; it is then these velocities which enter the kinetic term T λ 's elsewise-standard definition. This is moreover Manifestly Reparametrization Invariant, since switching to a label-time µ gives an equivalent action by cancellation of the label-time coordinate changes,
One can furthermore rewrite this action in Manifestly Parametrization Irrelevant form
and reconceive of this as a geometrical action 2 on the corresponding configuration space geometry, thus never making any mention of meaningless parameters in the first place. This reconception is in terms of change dq (25) in place of velocity, of kinetic arc element ds = M AB dQ A dQ B (26) in place of kinetic energy, and of Jacobi arc element
in place of the Lagrangian.
is the potential factor, where E is the total energy of the system.
In this way, Lagrangian variables are replaced successively by
and
geometrical mechanics alias Jacobi-Mach variables.
The premise of a geometrical action itself is to view dynamics as a geodesic on the corresponding configuration space geometry.
In summary, our guiding principle is the following.
Leibnizian Temporal Relationalism [2] There is no time at the primary level for the universe as a whole.
'Jacobi-Mach' implementation of Temporal Relationalism [115, 136] Make no reference to extraneous times (such as Newton's), nor to label times.
Ab initio, this leaves us working with Jacobi's action in terms of Jacobi-Mach variables. For the above fundamentallymotivated range of theories, moreover, the Jacobi action is physically equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange one. In its first form, this follows by, firstly, parametrizing t Newton in terms of λ. Secondly, noting that the subsequent action depends on dt Newton /dλ alone rather than on t Newton itself, so that Routhian reduction is applicable. Performing this, and identifying the constant introduced as the total energy E, one arrives at the Jacobi action.
Jacobi's principle works as follows. Dirac [31] proved that reparametrization-invariant actions must encode at least one primary constraint. Barbour [54, 79] showed that, for quadratic Jacobi actions, a 'direction-cosines' or 'Pythagorean' working gives this constraint to be quadratic as well:
an equation known usually as 'constant energy constraint', but to which Barbour attributed a different meaning in the current context. N AB is here the inverse of the kinetic metric M AB , and P A are the momenta The Author [112, 136] proved that all of these arguments transcend to parametrization-irrelevant actions and to geometric actions dual thereto. This necessitates rewriting the Principles of Dynamics formula for momenta:
where dot is derivative with respect to t Newton , and dash is derivative with respect to λ. The first two are standard, whereas the third is equivalent to the second by the 'cancellation of the dots' Lemma.
Barbour's interpretation of this quadratic constraint is moreover as an equation of time. For it can be rearranged to give a formula for a notion of time with respect to which motion is simple (a desirable property of timefunctions, as emphasized e.g. in [47] ):
Because of this, I term this type of constraint a Chronos constraint, denoting all examples of such by
Keeping track of which objects in a Background Independence scheme alias Problem of Time resolution is moreover an issue. For this requires many objects, many of which are new to address aspects or facets and/or newly formulated or newly interpreted because traditional versions of them succumb to facet interference [73, 74] . Because of this, we jointly denote constraints -a sizeable subclass of such objects -by the undersized calligraphic font, so that constraint status can immediately be read off the formalism. Full-sized calligraphic font is already in play as notation for functionals, as already evidenced by the Principles of Dynamics actions S. t em denotes emergent Machian time. This name is justified by Mach's 'time is to be abstracted from change' resolution of how an ab initio timeless relational world like Leibniz's comes to possess an emergent notion of time. More explicitly, we first implement Leibniz's ab initio timelessness by Jacobi's action principle's freedom from extraneous time and label-time reparametrization invariance. The latter feature can moreover be recast, via parametrization irrelevance, as a geometrical action with no reference to a label-time parameter at all. Then my uplift of Dirac's argument to apply to such geometrical actions enforces as a primary constraint a quadratic constraint that is to be viewed as an equation of time Chronos. Working with the geometrical action, this equation moreover gives an emergent timefunction as an explicit functional of change, by which it constitutes a mathematical implementation of 'time is to be abstracted from change' and thus merits its Machian monicker. This is moreover only possible if we have passed from reparametrization invariant actions to parametrization irrelevant-or-dually-geometrical actions.
I.e. to actions in terms of configuration-and-change variables (30) , which thus justify the Machian half of their 'Jacobi-Mach' sobriquet.
In more detail, while any [97] and all [79] change have been used elsewhere, what a detailed analysis reveals to actually be required (Chapter 15 of [136] ) is a sufficient totality of locally relevant change (STLRC). The time abstracted from this is generalized local ephemeris time (GLET). This is even even more like ephemeris time [24] that [79] 's notion of time (inspired by a mixture of [24] and further Leibnizian features, which I, however jettisoned as operationally unsuitable for physical practice).
For Temporally-Relational mechanics, moreover, the t em thus obtained mathematically coincides with t Newton , while now resting on relationally-acceptable foundations and possessing an emergent character.
This approach can be surmised by taking Jacobi's action principle seriously enough to rederive the rest of Physics concordantly.
We do so to have guaranteed implementation of Temporal Relationalism. This serves, firstly, to cast Physics into a Leibnizian relational form from which emergent Machian time emerges. Secondly, to remove once and for all all facet interferences that partially involve the Temporal Relationalism aspect (previously known as 'Frozen Formalism Problem facet').
(35) consists of the following. The Jacobi action is but a starting point for reformulating the Principles of Dynamics (PoD), and the rest of Physics, in Temporal Relationalism implementing (TRi) terms. This requires replacing 'around half' of the structures we use: TRiPoD [125] , TRiFol (spacetime foliations) [129] , TRiCQT (Canonical Quantum Theory), TRiPIQT (Path Integral Quantum Theory). The 'other half' turns out to be already-TRi in its standard formulation. See [136] for a full account of these reformulations, though some examples of them are given in Secs 2, 3 and 4 of the current Article, and these already suffice to indicate, moreover, that 'much of the PoD that leads naturally to QM is already-TRi' (see Sec 8.1 for details). Among the objects encountered so far, configurations Q are already TRi-invariant. While momentum formulae (32) need TRi-updating, the notion of momentum itself is already TRi-invariant as well: a further superiority of momentum over velocity as a concept and progenitor of further concepts and formulations.
This further illustrates the difference between, on the one hand, a Small Method for dealing with one Problem of Time facet: here use of Jacobi actions. And, on the other hand, a Large Method for dealing with all of that facet's interferences with further facets: here the recasting of all of Physics in TRi form. This is what it takes to remain entirely within Temporal Relationalism as we handle each subsequent facet in turn.
Configurational Relationalism tailored to also fit Temporal Relationalism
Let us firstly consider g-Lie-drag-correcting our first Jacobi action's label-velocities [54, 91] . This however spoils its Manifest Reparametrization Invariance property.
We get round this first facet interference by using instead label-velocity representations of the generators [92] . This succeeds in preserving Manifest Reparametrization Invariance, but shifts the auxiliary g-variables' Principles of Dynamics status from multipliers to cyclic coordinates. None the less, free end point value variation [101, 112] ensures the outcome of varying with respect to the g-variables transcends this reformulation. Let us also identify this 'best-matched' solution followed by substituting back into the original action as a Routhian Reduction [18] .
To work with the geometrical action, moreover, we require [112] to Lie-drag-correct with g-auxiliaries that are themselves changes, dq
Free end point value variation carries over. Our procedure now moreover involves not Routhian reduction but a TRi-variant thereof: dRouthian reduction [125, 120] . Namely, elimination from the original action of the properlyTRi Jacobi-Mach variables formulation's cyclic differentials rather than of cyclic velocities in the usual Routhian reduction. Using this final method, we succeed in jointly incorporating Temporal and Configurational Relationalism at the level of the action.
In greater generality, we need to adjust the g-act g-all Method's g auxiliaries to be TRi-represented to jointly incorporate Temporal and Configurational Relationalism.
Note finally that we need to iterate implementing Temporal and Configurational Relationalisms until consistency is attained. This is represented by the loop in Fig 1.b) .
A first reason for this is that finding an explicit t em in the presence of Lie-drag corrections requires prior elimination of the g-auxiliary variables. This is clear from the dQ in its formula still carrying these corrections unless one substitutes in the best-matched values for these, or, alternatively, starts afresh with the reduced action after performing this elimination therein. The next subsection's facet's check provides a second reason.
Aspect 3: Constraint Closure
We next need to assess whether the constraints provided by each of Temporal and Configurational Relationalism are consistent.
The Dirac Algorithm [31, 72] is a powerful Hamiltonian-variables-level tool for assessing whether a set of constraints in hand is, or can be made, consistent. Its end product is a constraint algebraic structure that is closed under Poisson brackets.
We have moreover the following good fortunes. Hamiltonian variables are (Q, P ), which are all already-TRi. Constraints in this formulation are just function(al)s of these variables,
and thus are already-TRi as well. Poisson brackets, being defined in terms of (Q, P ), are also already-TRi. Finally, Poisson brackets algebras of constraints are by extension already-TRi too. All of these observations moreover transcend to other relevant notions of constraints (e.g. quantum-level constraints), brackets (e.g. classical Dirac Brackets and quantum brackets), and constraints brackets algebraic structures.
While some other parts of the Dirac Algorithm are not TRi, they can be readily modified to comply, giving the TRi almost-Dirac Algorithm [125, 120, 143, 136] . These modifications firstly comprise replacing the bare Hamiltonian H with a differential Hamiltonian dH to match the Lagrangian L being replaced by the Jacobi arc element dJ. Secondly, the Legendre transformation from L to H with its extra
term is replaced by a TRi-Legendre transformation from dJ to dH now with an extra Liouville form P dQ (39) term instead. Thirdly, Dirac's total Hamiltonian (and similar) is a multiplier appending of constraints (the index F runs over all first class constraints)
and thus TRi-violating, so it is replaced by my TRi differential-almost-Hamiltonian,
This is a differential-almost-Hamiltonian since it can contain cyclic differentials of auxiliary quantities as well as configurations and momenta of quantities of partial or total physical content. Fourthly, this has a knock-on effect in requiring Poisson brackets to be replaced by mixed Peierls-Poisson brackets (see [94] for an account of Peierls brackets). This is however mitigated by the physical quantities all obeying Poisson brackets relations, with the Peirels sector being relegated to an 'auxiliary fluff' sector. Thus converted, we have my TRi Dirac-type Algorithm, whose physically relevant sector functions in very close analogy to the Dirac Algorithm itself, while now managing to be TRi and thus free of facet interferences with Temporal Relationalism. Now, given our two constraint providers, our Dirac-type Algorithm has three checks to make.
1) Whether Configurational Relationalism's F lin is self-consistent (and a fortiori Gauge, and a plus fortiori g-Gauge rather than being forced to extend to a larger group).
2) Whether Temporal Relationalism's Chronos is self-consistent. For subsequent use below, there is further interest in finding all the consistent subalgebras supported by the full constraint algebra. These form a bounded lattice L C with the full constraint algebra as top element and the trivial algebra id -no constraints as generators -as bottom element. In particular, for Relational Mechanics, 1) and 3) succeeding individually means that both F lin and Chronos are 'middle' (non-extremal) elements in the lattice of constraint algebraic structures for these.
Aspect 4: Expression in terms of Observables
The most primary notion of observables involves Taking a Function Space Thereover, referring in the classical canonical case to over phase space
the (Q, P ) space as equipped with the Poisson bracket This notion's output are the unrestricted observables,
forming some function space of suitably-smooth functions, such as
Facet interference with the presence of constraints imposes the commutation condition
on canonical observables functions, B. For this to be consistent [121] , the C A must moreover be a closed algebra of first-class constraints, by the Jacobi identity with C, C, B entries. This decouples finding canonical observables to after establishing Constraint Closure of the constraints provided by Temporal and Configurational Relationalism, as delineated in Fig 1.b) .
Each closed subalgebra of constraints moreover furnishes its own notion of canonical observables. The most salient two cases are no constraints, returning the unrestricted observables U , and all first-class constraints, returning the Dirac observables D [19] : the fully physical case. All physical theories support these notions. Some physical theories support further intermediate notions of classical canonical observables. The totality of notions of observables form a bounded lattice L B dual to that of constraint algebras, L C . Relational Mechanics supports both Kuchař observables K -commuting with the entirety of F lin -and Chronos observables C: commuting with Chronos = E.
As regards not only defining suitable concepts of observables but also finding a full complement of observables, each type of observables itself forms an algebraic structure, by the B, B, C Jacobi identity).
As regards evaluating the observables of each kind, [128, 136, 150, 151] further formulate the bracket conditions (46) as specific PDEs. This is a subcase of Lie's integral method for finding invariant functions, uplifted moreover to a free characteristic problem for finding 'suitably-smooth functions of phase space invariants' = observables.
Let us end by ascertaining that Expression in terms of Observables is already-TRi, since Poisson brackets, constraints and constraint algebras are, as are the configurations and momenta that the new objects -observables -depend upon. Finally observables algebras and the lattice of subalgebras thereof are already-TRi as well.
GR counterpart
GR-as-Geometrodynamics moreover possesses a formulation along the lines of Shape Theory and Fig 1' s multi-aspect account Background Independence more generally.
Incipient configuration space Riem(Σ)
GR-as-Geometrodynamics refers to its most longstanding dynamical [21] and canonical [28, 32, 38, 39] formulation. The incipient configurations here are Riemannian 3-metrics h with components h ab (x) (for x coordinates in space) on a fixed 3-topology Σ interpreted as a spatial slice of GR spacetime, itself a semi-Riemannian 4-metric g with components g µν on a 4-topology M. These are analogous to Shape Theory's incipient N − point configurations q with components q aI , with Σ playing a more loosely analogous role to Shape Theory's underlying carrier space C d . As the 3-metric h is a symmetric 3 × 3 matrix, it has 6 degrees of freedom per space point.
The space formed by the totality of the h ab on a fixed Σ is GR's incipient configuration space q(Σ) = Riem(Σ) ; (47) this is analogous to Shape Theory's constellation space,
We consider compact without boundary manifolds models for space Σ, with S 3 and T 3 the most commonly considered specific spatial topologies.
Riem(Σ) is supplied with its own metric by GR's action in split space-time form [28] : the inverse DeWitt metric [39] ,
the inverse of the DeWitt supermetric N abcd This is the analogue of the R N d Euclidean metric on Shape Theory's underlying configuration space, or more generally of the product metric on the constellation space (48) . While the inverse DeWitt supermetric is indefinite, so is Event Shape Theory's incipient product space metric [156] .
Also note that for C d = R d ; the analogy between relative Jacobi separation vectors ρ i and the h ab , and so between relative space r(d, N ), is comparable with the above one. We use this second analogy throughout the rest of this Article.
Diffeomorphims Dif f (Σ) in role of automorphisms
The spatial diffeomorphisms
are GR's automorphism group acting on the incipient configurations that are regarded as physically meaningless. These ara analogous to considering Rot(d) acting on relative space, including in having scale, though it is now a local notion of scale.
Working with the diffeomorphisms, is a differential-geometric level endeavour, implemented infinitesimally by the Lie derivative. In 3-d, diffeomorphisms use 3 degrees of freedom per space point.
3.3 superspace(Σ) as a further relational space
is Wheeler's superspace [38] first studied in detail by his contemporaries DeWitt [39, 42] and Fischer [43] , and subsequently studied in further detail by Fischer and Moncrief [82] and by Giulini [104] .
3-Metric minus 3-diffeomorphism information leaves 3-geometric information G (3) : a notion of scaled shape, analogous to Euclidean Relationalism's rotationally-invariant inner products. Counting this out, superspace has 6 − 3 = 3 degrees of freedom per space point.
CRiem(Σ) as a further preshape space
We next consider Conf (Σ) of spatial conformal transformations as a further group of automorphisms with natural action on Riem(Σ). This is analogous to considering Dil acting on relative space. This has 1 degree of freedom per space point: a localized scale.
Upon quotienting this out, the corresponding configurations are unit-determinant metrics,
for h := det h.
The space of these is conformal Riem
This has 6 − 1 = 5 degrees of freedom per space point. This is GR's counterpart of Kendall's preshape sphere, with the unit determinant metrics in place of unit-modulus vectors. This analogy extends to each being relatively simpler topologically and geometrically than the corresponding theory's other reduced configuration spaces. The supermetric on CRiem(Σ) is moreover positive-definite.
Cs(Σ) as a further shape space
Let us finally consider
in the role of automorphism group; this is analogous to Dil × Rot(d) acting on relative space. This involves 4 degrees of freedom per space point.
The corresponding reduced configuratons are now conformal 3-geometries C (3) [49] .
Structure 5
The space of these is York's [49] conformal superspace
-the arena of the most successful GR initial-value problem approaches to date [46] -and which has since been further considerably studied by Fischer and Moncrief [82] . This is analogous to Kendall's shape space. Figure 3 : a) ADM kinematics [28] . b) The A formulation's TRi kinematics [101] . Furthermore, Da denotes spatial covariant derivative, R the spatial Ricci 3-scalar curvature, and Λ the cosmological constant.
Temporal and Configurational Relationalism for GR
Indirect formulation of Configurational Relationalism is necessary for GR.
The Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) action for GR-as-Geometrodynamics is
for GR kinetic term
Consult Fig 3.a) for the notation used;
is the inverse DeWitt supermetric [39] alias GR configuration space metric.
β and α's multiplier equations give, respectively, GR's momentum constraint
and Hamiltonian constraint
is DeWitt's supermetric itself [39] .
Temporal Relationalism is moreover now taken to eschew extraneous timelike variables. By this, the ADM formalism will not do, since the lapse function it contains, signifying 'time elapsed', is a such. We can however use the lapse's own multiplier equation to multiplier-eliminate the lapse out of the ADM action. In this way, we arrive at the Baierlein-Sharp-Wheeler action [29]
with kinetic term
now and henceforth using the undensitized version of M abcd .
Let us first note that this is a local comparer (in the sense of integrating after square-rooting). In contrast, global comparers (square-root after integrating) can be found in [39] and [54] ; it took until [79] for the local version to make it into the Relational Program.
Let us next consider how, now that we longer have a lapse, the crucial Hamiltonian constraint H arises from the local Baierlein-Sharp-Wheeler type actions. For these, H is recovered as 1 primary constraint per space point by Dirac's argument about enforcing primary constraints. On the other hand, M a arises as before, from variation with respect to the ADM shift, β a .
We next need to deal with the Configurational Relationalism so far breaking the Manifest Reparametrization Invariance, firstly by introducing cyclic velocities of the frame as auxiliary variables in place of the shift. Its corrected kinetic term is
where F is the TRi analogue of the ADM shift: the frame variable of Fig 3.b) . The corresponding action is [101]
This replacement of shift by velocity of the frame can be done at the level of the ADM action as well; if accompanied homogeneously by replacing the lapse by the velocity of the instant, I (Fig 3.b) , we obtain an 'A action' [101] . Now passing from the A action to the BFO-A action [136] is Routhian reduction in exact parallel to that from Euler-Lagrange to Jacobi actions for Mechanics.
I subsequently gave a cyclic differential of the frame version of BSW-type action for GR [105] ; see [112, 136] for details. This is Manifestly Parametrization Irrelevant, or, dually, the geometrical action for GR. Its corrected line element is dS
and the final relational action for GR is
Now Configurational Relationalism and (now fully functional) Temporal Relationalism produce constraints M a and H respectively.
H, now viewed as a Chronos constraint, can furthermore be rearranged to give GR's emergent Machian time,
In
GR's Constraint Closure
Let us first introduce two useful GR models as regards part of Background Independence and the Problem of Time that Relational Mechanics does not possess, alongside giving their constraint closure status.
1) Minisuperspace (spatially homogeneous GR) [44] , which has a single finite constraint, and so closes trivially.
2) Slightly Inhomogeneous GR (perturbations about the previous) [61] also closes, while providing a fuller modelling of classical and quantum Cosmology.
3) Full GR itself closes [20, 25, 48] , in the form of the Dirac Algebroid, schematically
for ( | ) the integral-over-space functional inner product, differential-geometric commutator Lie bracket [ , ], and TRi-smearing functions dJ, dK, dL and dM .
The third equation's right-hand-side containing the inverse of the spatial 3-metric h ab -a function -is why this is an algebroid [114] rather than an algebra. Because of this, we introduce the portmanteau Lie algebraic structure, to jointly encompass Lie algebras and Lie algebroids.
Its containing M a as well establishes M a to be an integrability of H [45] . By this, neither GR's H, nor its underlying Temporal Relationalism, can be entertained without M a or its underlying Configurational Relationalism. Relational Mechanics is moreover even less coupled (Sec 2.6), by which Temporal and Configurational Relationalism can be entertained piecemeal there. GR's constraint subalgebraic structures support 3 notions of observables as per Fig .   1 ) Unrestricted observables U (h, p).
GR Observables
2) Dirac observables D(True, Π
True ), for true degrees of freedom True: functions commuting with both M a and H.
3) Kuchař observables K(G, Π G ) are supported for GR [77] as functions commuting woth M a , since M a closes by (69) [45] . This notion of observables does not however have theory-independent significance. This role is, rather, replaced by whatever non-extremal elements the bded lattice of notions of observables of a theory happens to possess.
GR Rigidity, including Spacetime Construction
This an independent development to Expression in terms of Observables, as indicated by the fork in Fig 1.b) . Though if new consistent theories emerge in this way, one then needs to plug each of these into the observables-determining procedure.
While initially conducted using the Dirac Algorithm, consistently resolving the Problem of Time requires use of the TRi Dirac-type Algorithm. Moreover, there is now some evidence that Lie's machinery is already capable of finding rigidities. We thus have a new notion of Tri-Lie algorithm whose domain is any brackets algebra. So both sides of the fork at Constraint Closure remain within Lie's world (previously called Dirac's world). (If Cartan's solutions need be appended where distinct to Lie's, then Lie's dominance over the middle of the Problem of Time would be down by half a facet). The remaining fork starts by taking a family of candidate theories through the TRi Dirac-type Algorithm.
In this regard, let us consider the following ansatz [120] for a family of candidate geometrodynamical theories.
where ds w,y is built out of the usual d−£ dF and the more general if still ultralocal (no ∂ a h bc dependence) supermetric
Its densitized inverse's components are
The parametrization by x is chosen for GR to be the w = x = y = 1 case. The quadratic primary constraint is now
This forms the Poisson bracket
Relative to (71) , this picks up an obstruction term to having a brackets algebraic structure. This has four factors, each providing a different way in which to attain consistency. GR follows from the third of these setting x = 1 [87] (see e.g. [120, 136] for the other three cases). These are very few consistent options as compared to the input family of candidate theories, by which GR is established to be a rigid theory.
When working with minimally-coupled matter terms as well, the above obstruction term is accompanied by a second obstruction term [87, 120, 136] . Its factors give the ambiguity Einstein faced of whether the universal relativity is locally Lorentzian or Galilean (Carrollian featuring as a third option). This is now moreover realized in the explicit mathematical form of a string of numerical factors in what would elsewise be an obstruction term to having a brackets algebraic structure of constraints. In particular, the GR spacetime solution to the first obstruction term is now accompanied by the condition from the second obstruction term that the locally-Lorentzian relativity of SR is obligatory. This can be viewed as all minimally-coupled matter sharing the same null cone because each matter field is separately obliged to share Gravity's null cone.
Spacetime's own Relationalism
Having constructed GR spacetime M, one needs to take into account that it has a relationalism of its own: Spacetime Relationalism. This is with respect to spacetime automorphism group
unsplit spacetime 4-diffeomorphisms.
This has its own version of closure -now not Constraint Closure but Generator Closure of Dif f (4)'s generators,
for smearing variables X µ and Y µ . And of observables: the spacetime observables S functions on spacetime, which are Dif f (m)-invariant,i.e. Lie-brackets-commute with Dif f (M)'s generators,
for smearing variables Y µ and Z Q .
Refoliation Invariance
Figure 5: a) Posing Refoliation Invariance: is going from spatial hypersurfaces (1) to (2) via the red (R) intermediary hypersurface physically the same as going via the purple (P) intermediary surface? If so, the blue and black hypersurfaces would coincide. b) But for GR, (71) gives that the black and blue hypersurfaces can at most differ by a spatial diffeomorphism, and so must coincide.
Let us finally address Foliation Independence. We formulate the corresponding foliation kinematics along the lines of Isham [74] . Though again a new TRi version (rather than the original ADM-like version) of this kinematics is required to retain compatibility with Temporal Relationalism: TRiFol [129] ('Fol' standing for foliations).
This scheme moreover has Refoliation Invariance guaranteed, by a TRi version of Teitelboim's approach [48] : noting that within the Dirac algebroid of GR (71) is none other than a local algebraic formulation of Refoliation Invariance (Fig 5) . Conversely, resolving Foliation Independence by Refoliation Invariance requires an algebroid to keep track of all the foliations. While not originally formulated in a TRi manner, this can be arranged [129] , via the emergentinstant counterpart of Fig 3.b) 
Quantum Version of Problem of Time and its local resolution
I proceed via giving a TRiCQT [136] : a TRi variant of Isham's Canonical Quantum Theory [60] .
Kinematical quantization [60] comes first, so as to provide us with incipient operators. This is an analogue of finding unrestricted observables, which we now denote by U . This is now a nontrivial endeavour since there are substantial restrictions on which classical functions of Q, P can be consistently promoted to quantum operators. Everything else follows in the classical version's order, which thus conceptually and technically pre-empts the quantum version.
We next promote the classical first-class constraints arising from Configurational Relationaism and Temporal Relationaism to quantum constraints,
Chronos −→ Chronos .
These act on the wavefunction of the Universe Ψ.
We subsequently solveF lin Ψ = 0
(if any). We next solve
the GR case of which is the notorious Wheeler-DeWitt equation [38, 39] H Ψ = 0 .
This is one of the places in which the most well-known Problem of Time facet -the Frozen Formalism Problem -appears, since one would be expecting a time-dependent wave equation at this point (for some notion of time). Solving (84) is termed dynamical quantization [60] .
Most of the subsequent work offered in [136] is for Semiclassical Quantum Gravity, for which
for h slow heavy and l fast light degrees of freedom. This suffices from the moderate standpoint that this is at most what shall be observed in coming decades. The fairly well-known notion of emergent semiclassical time t sem [74] additionally admits a Machian interpretation [136] . This needs to be 'found afresh' at the quantum level, rather than continuing to use the classical t em . This is for the furtherly Machian reason that abstracting GLET from STLRC is sensitive to partial or total replacement of classical change by quantum change, e.g. of dl by d|χ(h, l) .
We next need to check the hatted version closes
[Isham and Kuchař termed the corresponding facet Functional Evolution Problem, with particular reference to its field-theoretic incarnation.] The Configurational to Temporal Relational split version of this is
We need to upgrade fromÛ toD observables: quantities commuting with all quantum constraints C This amounts to 'finding afresh' quantum observables, This is as opposed to trying to promote classical observables, which would face three obstacles. Firstly, the change from Poisson brackets to commutators. Secondly, the restrictions already imposed by kinematical quantization. Thirdly, the promotion of classical constraints C to their quantized forms C.
We can next pose semiclassical rigidity, and so on.
Global version of the Problem of Time
Each facet resolution given above is local. It would be preferable if all of the Background Independence aspects, resultant Problem of Time facets, and strategies to resolve these, were treated in a globally well-defined manner. We are however far from this goal, which involves many -and often distinct -uses of the word 'global', some of which have so far not even been explained in the literature.
This can be local in space, configuration space, phase space, spacetime, space of spacetimes, or constraints, generators or observables algebraic structures over one of the preceding...
The concept of locality in question is in the topological sense of neighbourhoods.
Configurational Relationalism is globally underscored by how g is found
As we already emphasized, infinitesimal group generators are formulated in terms of the Lie derivative, as for instance in (15) or (36)'s correction terms.
Prima facie, then, systematically solving (generalized) Killing equations for these infinitesimal group generators raises no eyebrows, as these equations are also in terms of Lie derivatives. And yet these (generalized) Killing equations are sensitive to the underlying carrier space C d 's topology. There are two reasons for this. The first is that Lie derivatives are capable of being either locally or globally defined. This is because they are defined with respect to a vector field, and one may then distinguish between this being defined in a neighbourhood of the origin or over the whole manifold. The second is that (generalized) Killing Because of this, dealing with Configurational Relationalism has a preliminary global portion. Namely, systematically solving the corresponding generalized Killing equation for a basis of generators for the automorphism group's Lie algebra. Only then does one enter local workings: infinitesimally correcting velocities in the geometrical Principles of Dynamics action with these automorphism algebra generators, and then following through as per Sec 2.3, or similarly with changes as per Sec 2.5.
Configurational Relationalism gives Stratified Manifolds
At the level of configuration spaces, for N -point-or-particle models, implementing Configurational Relationalism in general produces a stratified manifold (Article II). Some are LCHS and some are merely Kolmogorov.
Returning to one of Article II's main examples, in 3-d Euclidean Relational Mechanics, elimination of the rotational auxiliary breaks down for collinear configurations since these have singular inverse inertia tensors. The collinear configurations moreover constitute a separate stratum.
In the GR counterpart, the h with nonzero Killing vectors -spatial metrics with symmetries -form nontrivial stratification. DeWitt gave a conceptual account of this in [42] , with Fischer concurrently providing a superbly detailed technical account [43] .
This is the arena of Fischer's strata-unfolding proposal [62] mentioned in Article II.
In GR's Thin Sandwich case of Best Matching, localization away from both 1) potential factor zeros and 2) metrics with nontrivial Killing vectors recur. In particular, both appear in Bartnik and Fodor's Thin Sandwich Theorem [76] as locality restrictions. 2) can moreover be interpreted as an instance of strata excision (c.f. Article II).
One distinction between Shape Theory's and GR's strata is that while Shape Theory's realize Article II's frontier condition, GR's realize instead the 'inverse frontier condition' [43] .
Another is that the full GR's configuration spaces are infinite-dimensional. While some work on infinite-dimensional stratifolds has already been contemplated [90, 116, 130] , the function spaces in use are not yet of the required kind to tackle GR superspace(Σ), namely [104, 136] Fréchet spaces.
Zeros and strata place local limitations on at least the current-era straightforward solving procedures for 'best matched' values of the g-auxiliary variables. Both of these moreover reflect features that do not enter the generalized Killing equation itself. Namely, what choice of potential factor is made over the original configuration space, and the structure of the r-quotient configuration space.
The strata in particular retain information about the ab inito carrier space's symmetry and topology. This occurs via strata picking up nontrivial isotropy groups alias stabilizers from quotienting out the automorphism group. This (partial) 'memory' of the carrier space's symmetry group is moreover also a (partial)'memory' of the carrier space topology since the automorphism group is obtained by solving the (generalized) Killing equation, which 'feels' this as per Sec 5.1.
In retrospective, this failure in general to erase all topological and symmetric memory of the ab initio carrier space is unsurprising, through the identification of 'Best Matching' as being implemented via local Differential Geometry. Such methodology comes with no guarantees of being able to banish topological features of the ab initio carrier space. Nor all symmetric features, since these themselves have a partly-global character as per Sec 5.1. For now, we offer two different directions toward erasing this relationally undesirable ab initio absolute space's symmetry and topology information in Secs 5.4 and 5.5, while keeping two more in reserve for future occasions.
Global Temporal Relationalism
Representing motions by geometrical actions whose solutions are geodesics on configuration space q is prima facie attractive. This works out locally if one considers the geometrical action. Such actions produce Chronos constraints and emergent Machian times t em .
Attempting a global version, however, meets three impasses.
Impasse 1) Zeros of the potential function, W = E − V for Mechanics or 2 Λ − R for GR, at least prima facie obstruct progression of dynamical trajectories. This is additionally qualitatively different in each of these two cases due to metric definiteness versus metric indefiniteness; see [137] for an outline. This moreover causes the formula for t em to contain a division by zero.
Impasse 2) the prima facie attractiveness of conceiving of physics in terms of geodesics on configuration also merits a geometrical challenge. For the underlying chain of thought is that configuration spaces are manifolds, and geodesics thereupon are a straightforward matter. But the reality is that configuration spaces are in general stratified manifolds, and geodesics thereupon are not a straightforward matter. i) Geodesics need to be computed stratum-by-stratum, since affine and metric structure are only assigned in this manner.
ii) There is the further matter of how to continue geodesics which strike a boundary between strata. Impasse 3) The GLET modelling assumption is itself local. For instance, its STLRC could be based on a heavy-light split of degrees of freedom, but what is heavy and what is light could be local over space and/or configuration space.
Temporal Relationalism's locality is thus an open set within a single stratum, containing no potential space zeros and throughout which a single GLET specification holds.
Globalizing this requires a stratum-traversing procedure, a zero traversing procedure (of which [78] provides a simple example), and a patching procedure between adjacent patches' GLETs.
Triviality of Kendall-Type Relational Theories on generic carrier space
Article I and II's arguments allow for this second option as well. Both horns of this dilemma are moreover difficult in different ways, in the manner of Scylla versus Charybdis, referring to having no choice but to sail through the abode of one mythological monster or the other. Our dilemma moreover carries considerable Absolute versus Relational Debate significance.
Scylla Consider ab initio absolute-space symmetry. This in general leads to complicated stratified manifolds, which in turn exceed fibre bundles' capabilities, necesitating rather general bundles, presheaves or sheaves thereover. This occurs because the model's strata remember some of the symmetry information about the ab initio absolute space, even after the corresponding automorphism group has been quotiented out [147] . These stratified manifolds can moreover be merely-Kolmogorov separated rather than Hausdorff-separated.
Charybdis Consider instead a generic asymmetric ab initio absolute space, e.g. through incorporating small defects to nullify any symmetry that would elsewise be present. This case has no strata or need for more than fibre bundles as induced from stratification. However, it also lacks computational tools since so many of these are rooted in symmetry (e.g. [136] conservation, perturbation expansions, special functions, special forms taken by metrics...) Models are moreover also capable of remembering ab initio absolute space's topology even after the corresponding automorphism group has been quotiented out [145] .
These two kinds of memory are perhaps not so surprising. Quotienting out the automorphism group is a differentialgeometric matter, as is clear from Best Matching starting with Lie derivative corrections. This comes with no guarantees about controlling the model's topology. The differential-geometrical category is moreover not in general well-behaved under quotients. By this, symmetry information can remain topologically recorded as strata even as quotienting out the automorphism group erases differential-geometric symmetry information. In this way, the the relationalists' quest to free Physics of any imprint of absolute space with merely differential-geometric tools such as Best Matching succumbs to the Scylla of 'stratification from symmetry'. Further attempts to continue this route are forced to work at the topological level.
A dilemma of this kind also occurs in the GR setting. In fact, in GR this was already pointed out two decades ago by Fischer and Moncrief [82] , to the Shape Theory version being new to this year ( [147] and the current series).
The generic 3-manifold Σ has no Killing vectors, so the corresponding superspace(Σ) is unstratified and thus superspace(Σ) is just a manifold .
One is however unable to proceed with almost any standard GR calculations, out of almost all of these being rooted in [93] symmetric rather than generic Σ (or expansions thereabout).
Sum over all carrier spaces' topologies
A way of erasing all memory of topology and symmetry of the ab initio absolute space is to 'sum over all possible topologies' or 'extremize over all possible topologies'. We note this to be the 'all' completion of the topological manifold level equivalent of the g-act, g-all method. A priori, the 'sum' example in particular is in practice very (and may in principle be arbitrarily) computationally expensive. But especially the 'extremize' example lends itself to selection principles and approximation methods.
This approach on the one hand includes the generalization of GR to allow for spatial topology change [75] , while on the other hand suggesting the new arenas of 'sum over all absolute spaces' Relational Mechanics and 'sum over all carrier spaces' Shape Theory.
Constraint Closure and Expression in Terms of Observables
Constraint algebraic structures form a copresheaf (with the extension maps of Fig 3.a) .
Expression in Terms of Observables is the dual presheaf [136, 151] (with the restriction maps of Fig 3.b) .
Another global issue is that observables are often presented as coordinate functions, which are not defined globally on curved manifolds such as q or Phase but rather just in coordinate patches.
A further global issue is that notions of types of observables themselves are themselves in general only construed to hold locally. This is because they are defined by brackets, which -paralleling the previous Section's Problem 2) -in general only hold in a local-in-time-and-space slab. Moreover, writing out the defining brackets now explicitly gives functional DEs for the observables, which in general only carry local guarantees for solutions. All in all, patching observables is at the level of functional DE solutions rather than just of Differential Geometry.
Let us term observables that are local in time and space, respectively fashionables: a term introduced by Bojowald et al [108, 109, 113] . These are fitting nomenclature for local versions of these concepts: 'fashionable in Italy', 'fashionable in the 1960s'.
There are moreover patching procedures available for dealing with the above global issues.
Global Rigidity, Spacetime Reconstruction and Spacetime Relationalism
At the global level, rigidity results from brackets algebras have cohomology and obstruction underpinnings.
The GR Cauchy evolution input into Spacetime Construction is restricted moreover by the current insufficiently developed state of Global Analysis.
Justifying local resolutions in the first place
Article II pointed to a subcase of Relational Theories having LCHS locally compact Hausdorff second-countable) relational spaces. The current Article concerns having such spaces, or some suitable weaker condition, as a Selection Principle among models with ab-initio symmetric absolute spaces. This rests furthermore on Mumfordian excision of unstable strata not being justifiable in the physical setting, as per Article II.
as well, our concrete Selection Principle is as follows.
'r-spaces are to be HP (Hausdorff paracompact) spaces' .
This rests on adopting a local approach having a particularly strong justification for HP spaces, for the following reasons.
1) HP spaces admit partitions of unity [84] .
2) It follows that bump functions are well adapted to this setting [84, 64] .
3) Partitions of unity moreover prop up the familiar kind of theory of integration [56, 118] .
4) HP spaces also support differential structures, e.g. developed on Article II's Differential spaces in [119] . Differential Geometry is moreover aided by bump functions.
5) It follows from 2-4) that PDEs [69] and variational principles can be posed on HP spaces. PDE Theory is also aided by bump functions.
6) These in turn are what conventional continuum-like Theories of Physics require for substantial and conventional developability.
7) The Shrinking Lemma [84, 135] is available for HP spaces, by which multiple local criteria can be compatibilized.
8)
We still have to deal with associated spaces over HP stratified manifold r-configuration spaces q, as some of our locality conditions are posed in these rather than in q. (Pre)heaves are a universal language for such a notion of 'over'. For HP spaces, moreover, sheaf cohomology also reduces to [135] the simpler, older and more widely studied Čech cohomology. This is of further relevance since some of the local criteria are on associated spaces, such as observables algebras over reduced phase space or PDE solution spaces. For these, placing (pre)sheaves over our reduced spaces is a mathematical means of incorporating and jointly treating these local criteria.
Moreover 8) itself follows from [135] HP spaces admitting 1)'s partitions of unity and 7)'s Shrinking Lemma. For ease of finding further discussion and results in this area, we note that the technical name for sheaves that are simpler in this way is soft sheaves [135, 102] .
All in all, 7) and 8) strongly justify being able to isolate local treatment as a meaningful subproblem of an ab initio global problem. In the present case, this refers to the local Problem of Time being a consistent subproblem of the full (global) Problem of Time, whenever the underlying spaces are HP. Which, in our particular local resolution of the Problem of Time, requires HP reduced configuration spaces. This is since reduction down to such features very early (as per Sec 2.3, 2.5) on in its network of moves for addressing the seven local classical facets of the Problem of Time.
The corresponding GR reduced space -Wheeler's superspace -is moreover also HP. Both this HP and Kendall's own approach both proceed via a distinct general Topological Spaces result metrizability ⇒ HP .
in place of (93) . Hausdorffness is clear, by use of balls to 'house off', whereas paracompactness is proven in e.g. [84] . The above justification of localization thus transcends to the Problem of Time's most traditional GR-asgeometrodynamics setting as well.
It remains to outline what 1), 2) and 7) consist of, for those readers less familiar with Differential Geometry or Topology.
Given a cover {U α } α∈A of a topological space X by open sets, a partition of unity dominated by this cover is family of continuous functions
such that the following properties hold.
i) The support of φ α , Supp(φ α ) ⊆ U α for each α ∈ A .
[For f a function Supp(f ) is the set of values y in f 's domain such that f (y) = 0.]
ii) {Supp(φ α )} α∈A is locally finite.
iii) We have the unity condition
for N the A for which φ α (x) is nonvanishing in a neighbourhood of x. [This N is finite by ii), by which our sum is indeed well-defined.]
A bump function is a smooth function that takes the value 0 outside of some region U and 1 on another region V ⊂ U.
See Fig 6 for concrete examples on R and R 2 . The Shrinking Lemma in question is as follows.
Let X be an HP space, and {U α } α∈A be a cover of X by open sets. Then there exists a locally-finite cover {V α } α∈A such that for each α the closure V α ⊂ U α .
For those readers whose specializations do make considerable use of topological spaces, moreover, we note that this is not the only Shrinking Lemma. The further topological properties of normality [84] and metacompactness [95] are relevant here, and might conceivably support weakenings of, or alternatives to, the current Article's HP-space Selection Principle. Note moreover that 1) to 8)'s needs are collectively more stringent than the question of which topological spaces admit a Shrinking Lemma...
Comparative Background Independence at the global level
Local treatment of flat geometrical levels of structure
The Author has shown that aspects 1) to 4) of our local resolution carry through [126, 128, 136] for flat-space Affine, Equireal and Conformal Relational Mechanics. In the projective case, subtleties similar to [98] 's in Shape Statistics have held up the appearance of a Projective Relational Mechanics. Aspects 1) to 4) also hold for the isometric theory on the flat torus T d [157] , with the distinction that this case's resolution is simpler that all the other cases considered. These examples all rest on flat space, pace projectivization and topological identification in the last 2 cases. Alongside Spherical Isometric Relational Mechanics [127] , these examples are moreover N -point-particle theories.
At level of pure geometry, have a generator brackets analogue of the Dirac Algorithm. For the general homogeneousquadratic generator ansatz [153] Q
The first strongly vanishing factor corresponds to Projective Geometry and the second to Conformal Geometry: R d ≥ 3 's two possible choices of 'group-theoretically top geometries. This result moreover establishes that rigidity is not some province of phase space-Poisson-brackets-Dirac-Algorithm complex of techniques.
Local treatment of Differential Geometrical levels of structure
Differential-geometric counterparts include GR-as-geometrodynamics, as well as weakening to metrodynamical theory and strengthening to conformogeometrodynamical theory.
Metrodynamics [120] has ab initio trivial Configurational Relationalism. However, H from its Temporal Relationalism enforces Dif f (Σ)-Configurational Relationalism at the level of Constraint Closure, so one arrives at GR again, albeit now resting on less initial assumptions.
Conformogeometrodynamics [46, 92, 120] has maximal
or, more generally, constant-mean-curvature condition,
This decouples the constraints, permitting solution of M a prior to H. The usual way of solving H moreover breaks the spatial conformal inv, returning GR-as-Geometrodynamics, albeit also now having addressed its initial-value problem. One can also get confgdyn by choosing the fourth factor in GR's rigidity equation:
Trying to give such an independent theory status, however, runs into trouble with Refoliation Invariance, which this Author adheres to, thus discarding such alternative theories as failing to embody the seventh local aspect of Background Independence.
Selection principle's global-level restriction for flat space levels of structure
Globally, however, our Selection Principle of r-spaces being HP selects, as per Article II (in particular its Figure) , just a narrow band of Relational Theories as technically palatable. The excluded theories are moreover not only blocked from global development, but are globally such that considering localization therein is reductio ad absurdum.
Euclidean and Similarity Relational Mechanics on
On the other hand, flat-space Affine and Projective Relational Mechanics are out on this count. It is rather probable that Conformal Relational Mechanics, and Minkowskian Relational Mechanics to all significant levels of automorphism group structure, will follow these out as well.
This is the first way in which our Selection Principle shapes the Comparative Theory of Background Independence.
Global Comparative Background Independence among Differential Geometric level theories
Fischer and Moncrief showed [82] that Cs(Σ) has rather tight parallels with superspace(Σ)'s own global character.
Namely, manifolds possessing conformal Killing vectors possess separate strata, whereas for the generic 3-manifold Σ has no conformal Killing vectors, so the corresponding Cs(Σ) is unstratified and thus
In contrast to Sec 3.6's Thin Sandwich, whose zeros can appear locally in space, the rival conformal approach to GR's initial value problem equations are better behaved globally in space.
Our Selection Principle clearly favours space over spacetime approaches, since Superspace(Σ) is HP whereas Superspacetime(M) is not Hausdorff. This is the second way in which our Selection Principle shapes the Comparative Theory of Background Independence.
Our Selection Principle is not to date known exclude any Differential Geometric level theories. This may in fact reflect that humankind is lagging behind with the dynamical structure of affine and projective counterparts to GR.
Deeper levels of structure
In the standard Equipped Sets Foundational System of Mathematics, differential structure is underlied by each of the following in turn.
1) Topological manifold change [34, 75, 65] .
2) Topological space change [71, 146, 158] .
3) Change of collection of subsets [158] .
4) Change of underlying set [71, 158] .
Article II outlined the first two of these; the next two are structurally simpler.
3
The posing of Temporal Relationalism, Configurational Relationalism, Constraint Closure, Expression in Terms of Observables, and Rigidity can be made at any level of mathematical structure [138] .
But solving Configurational Relationalism, Constraint Closure's consistency, solving for observables and demonstrating rigidity are case by case for each level.
The current series' consideration (Sec 7.3) lie within Differential Geometry (as does its parallel in Sec 7.4) so Lie's mathematics remains available.
Not much is known about topological spaces in the role of physical space.
A) Manifolds, yes.
B) Metric spaces, yes [71, 124, 136] .
C) As regards LCHS spaces, Article II has a theorem guaranteeing that reducing such preserves LCHSness.
But not many specifics are known. Not even N -point models on manifolds with boundary have been done at the reduced and space of spaces level to the Author's best knowledge. Nor has superspace for space with boundary.
D) Sets becomes considerably easier to handle, due to structural sparsity [71] .
Note finally that, while modelling space as a topological space X comes with HP limitations, one can imagine distinct models of space, such as using discrete graphs for N -point rubber shapes [146] will allow for other kinds of 'islands of good behaviour'.
Conclusion
The local resolution of the Problem of Time is based on Lie's mathematics
A local resolution of the full, multi-faceted Problem of Time [73, 74, 38, 39] was recently put forward [149, 136] . This is unprecedented in handling all seven of the local facets concurrently, these facets having moreover a history of interfering with each other so that solving multiple facets concurrently involves much more than the 'sum of its parts'. A local resolution of the Problem of Time moreover amounts to establishing a local theory of Background Independence [122, 136] .
[136]'s presentation of this local resolution viewed it in three pieces (the below numerals labelling the Background Independent aspects corresponding to overcoming the Problem of Time facets).
A) 1) Configurational and 2) Temporal Relationalism serve as constraint providers, and are addressed along lines pioneered by Barbour [54, 79] .
B) The ensuing constraints are to be checked for consistency: 3) Constraint Closure. This is addressed along the lines of Dirac's Algorithm [31] . It marks the beginning of the realm of brackets algebras, which then forks into two mutually-independent parts.
4) Expression in Terms of
Observables 'What forms zero brackets with the constraints' gives the observables [19] .
ii) 'Running whole families of candidate theories through a Dirac-type algorithm' gives a rigidity: that GR is one of very few cases surviving this consistency check. This moreover also provides a means of, firstly, deriving GR-asGeometrodynamics specific features from within ab initio entire families of candidate geometrodynamical theories. Secondly, of constructing GR-like spacetime -5) Spacetime Construction -from merely spatial structure alongside the underlying demand of consistency.
C) Spacetime constructed, 6) this has its own Relationalism, Closure (now of spacetime automorphism group generators, not constraints) and Observables. Spacetime can moreover also be foliated and refoliated, with moreover its constraint algebraic structure implying Refoliation Invariance [48] and thus 7) Foliation Independence.
The current Article is moreover the first to declare that this Provider-Brackets-Spacetime troika is, at the classical level, underlied by a single body of mathematics: that initiated by Lie. This mathematical observation, on the one hand, immediately rings true, due to the largely local nature, and, within Differential Geometry, universal character of Lie's work. In concordance, then, both Relational Mechanics and GR are Differential Geometry level theories, and so a local resolution of the Problem of Time in each of those arenas would be expected to involve Lie's largely local Differential Geometry level mathematics. Lie's mathematics, as the cornucopia of local Differential Geometry, succeeds in providing a full complement of mathematics for a local resolution of the Problem of Time.
This mathematical observation, on the other hand, is lucid.
For instance, it permits the following picture of our local resolution of the Problem of Time to be painted. Firstly, 2)'s changes and 1)'s corrections are formulable as [136] Lie derivatives. Secondly, Lie brackets based 3) checks on the ensuing constraints, 4) definitions of observables, and 5) checks again, now on entire families of constraints arising from entire families of candidate theories. Thirdly, the spacetime automorphisms are themselves infinitesimally represented by Lie derivatives, close under another version of Lie brackets, which then provides another notion of observables. I.e., once we have spacetime by 5), we can replay the Lie moves of 1) to 4) which still make sense -1), 3) and 4) -in the ensuing spacetime arena to deal with 6). 7) then conversely splits spacetime, modelable with Lie derivatives, to pose 7), and then uses a property of 5)'s GR-constraints-specific Lie brackets algebraic structure to resolve 7). Moreover, the constrained observables defining brackets can be re-expressed as PDEs to which Lie's flow method can be applied, as a slightly extended version of a subcase of Lie's integral method for finding geometrical invariants.
This picture moreover has the benefit that a lot more mathematicians and scientists know Lie's work than Barbour's works on 1), 2) Dirac's on 3), 4), spacetime foliation mathematics, and so on. Grounding all of these works on Lie's work conveys that, once the dust has settled, our local resolution of the Problem of Time -and consequent Local Theory of Background Independence -involves familiar and elsewhere widely applicable mathematics. This identifies a conceptual and technical starting point for understanding what the Problem of Time and Background Independence are really about. This starting point -Lie's mathematics -moreover will in many cases already be known to the reader, as well as being widely useful in Differential Geometry, Symmetry and Dynamics applications throughout the STEM subjects. In this way, our mathematical observation is moreover of pedagogical value.
There is the further matter of mathematical technique versus the arena that it is used in. The multi-faceted Problem of Time began to be posed in detail in 1967 [38, 39] , in the context of QM versus GR incompatibility, and took until Isham and Kuchař's reviews in the early 1990s [73, 74] to conceptually classify.
So, on the one hand, aside from Lie's mathematics, one needs to know that QM points to 'configurations, configuration spaces, momenta, Poisson brackets, phase space, Hamiltonians, constraints and observables' as useful classical precursors. 4 Remarkably, all of these bar Hamiltonians are already-TRi rather than requiring TRi modification (and the current Article moreover discusses how the small modification to classical Hamiltonians is of no subsequent quantum consequence). QM moreover itself then itself involves [50, 58, 60, 136] kinematical operators, constraint operators, observables operators. While the ensuing operator algebras in many ways lie beyond the remit of Lie's own mathematics, the quantum commutator involved in these algbras is still mathematically a Lie bracket.
On the other hand, one also needs to know SR (1905), GR (1915), the dynamical structure of GR: constraints, ADM formulation, that Hamiltonians and Poisson brackets provide a systematic way of handling constraints (1950's and only consolidated in the early 1960's [28, 31] ). GR also introduced the spacetime versus space-configuration-spacedynamics-phase-space-or-canonical dilemma [28, 31, 38] . By this, one can moreover consider spacetime versions of brackets and derivative concepts in place of canonical ones. Relativity also necessitated moving away from the real-analytic functions that Lie worked with, since these do not respect causality [11, 27] . This was taken into account for GR's PDEs in e.g. [21, 51] using C k and then Sobolev function spaces. GR's constraints moreover close as a Lie algebroid rather than a Lie algebra -the Dirac algebroid -which is named by analogy with Lie algebras rather than lying within the remit of Lie's own mathematics.
From a pedagogical point of view, much of the previous paragraph is common knowledge among Theoretical Physicists, especially those (part-)specializing in GR. The most likely exceptions are, on the one hand, quantum operators, for which a background in Functional Analysis is probably more useful than one in Theoretical Physics. On the other hand, GR's Dirac algebroid arises, research into the mathematics of which is probably still in its infancy.
Toward a Global Theory of Background Independence
The (generalized) Killing equation's ellipticity is globally sensitive, by which its solutions the automorphism groups pick up topological information about the underlying space. In our physical application, this means that the infinitesimal generators that we correct our action's velocities or changes by are in fact underpinned by global features of the ab initio absolute space used.
We moreover have a Scylla-Charybdis type dilemma: both alternatives are difficult in different ways.
Scylla consists of 'stratification arising from symmetry'. For a symmetric absolute space, the usual outcome of quotienting out the automorphism group is a stratified manifold Its strata moreover retain some topology and symmetry information about this choice of absolute space. Thus such quotienting fails in its relationally desirable intent to free the modelling of all trace of absolute space.
Charybdis consists of 'computational bereftness arising from asymmetry'. This follows from so many of our computational tools being rooted in symmetry (e.g. [136] conservation, perturbation expansions, special functions, special forms taken by metrics...)
On the one hand, Scylla is moreover particularly formidable when merely-Kolmogorov [106, 134] , rather than Hausdorff, stratified spaces ensue. On the other hand, the asymmetric models leading to Charybdis are moreover generic, in the sense described in Article I, rooted on generalized Killing equations. Thereby, nontrivial Kendall-type Relational Theories are of measure zero on the set of all possible absolute space manifolds. This is a useful observation given recent proliferation of at least partly solvable models in this subject [83, 117, 112, 126, 133, 140, 141, 142, 145, 148, 127, 157, 158] . The trivial shape theories thereupon involve mere product spaces rather than nontrivial quotients, and thus are free of stratification or other non-manifoldness, for the reasons given in Article II. In the GR case, while the generic reduced configuration space -Wheeler's superspace -remains a quotient space by the corresponding automorphisms -diffeomorphisms -this remains free of strata since generic topological manifolds admit solely the trivial isotropy group. So the incipient Geometrodynamics of the 1960's [39, 42, 43 ] and 1980's Kendall Shape Theory [59, 83] went Scylla's way. Three decades later, Geometrodynamics [82] contemplated Charybdis instead. Similarly, the incipient Shape Theory -now of the 1980's [59, 67] went Scylla's way, whereas now, once again three decades later, proceeding via Charybdis has been contemplated as wall.
For arbitrary carrier space, Configurational Relationalism occurs but nongenerically. If it does occur, most cases are badly-behaved (merely-Kolmogorov) and are discarded as unphysical, but some cases survive. If it does not occur, Background Independence induces one less Problem of Time facet in the corresponding models. Note that this does not apply to GR version, where there is still a momentum constraint to solve even when there is no stratification. What does occur in this case is a globally better behaved Configurational Relationalism resolution. Namely, one of Bartnik and Fodor's two locality criteria for the GR Thin Sandwich -avoiding metrics with Killing vectors, which amounts to avoiding strata -disappears. There is however still no known concrete method for solving the Thin Sandwich globally in this case.
Summing over all carrier or absolute spaces in Shape Theory or Relational Mechanics [136] , or over all spatial topologies in Geometrodynamics [75] moreover in principle succeeds in the relational quest of erasing all memory. It is however both computationally expensive and computationally hard to perform (the generic entities in the sum are asymmetric).
Localization justification of Problem of Time resolution
We have argued that Hausdorff paracompact (HP) r-spaces (i.e. reduced or relational configuration spaces) are particularly amenable to justifying and combining multiple local conditions, whether in space, r-space or spaces thereover. For these benefit, from, firstly, partitions of unity and bump functions. These in turn support integration, differential structure and PDEs, and thus variational principles and differential laws as we are accustomed to in Physics. Secondly, from possessing a Shrinking Lemma. Thirdly, from having a particularly straightforward theory of sheaves, by sheaf cohomology reducing to the simpler Čech cohomology for HP spaces. (Co)(pre)sheaves then form a solid platform for 'spaces thereover', as exemplified in the current Article by constraint and observables algebraic structures.
In light of Article II's considerations, let us moreover qualify staying inside a single stratum as an excision strategy, by which it is relationally undesirable in the physical and geometrical, if not necessarily statistical, context.
Comparative Theory of Background Independence
The current series of Articles' contribution in this direction is at the global level. Insofaras all Relational Mechanics considered to date have a similar local structure, and GR's conformal superspace has very similar topological properties to GR's superspace.
Let us present this by paraphrasing a common theme arising in discussions between the Author and Julian Barbour. Upon revealing my working on multiple notions of shape and corresponding Shape Theories, his response was along the lines of 'you are looking at the whole forest, but I like this tree here', with reference to the Similarity Shape Theory on R d . To which my original response was along the lines of 'I will keep on looking at the whole forest. Incidentally this tree you singled out in 2003 [91] is the same as the one that Kendall singled out in 1984 [59] .' [For I had already used this to fully detail the reduced configuration spaces corresponding to [91] in ≤ 2-d [100] .] I now moreover add the following.
'Looking at the whole forest, Geometry, Topology and a bit of Order Theory do between them highly privilege this tree of yours (and Kendall's). In addition to this reselection, moreover, my study has shown the forest to be nongenerically small, and containing other -if not that many -similarly-privileged trees, including the following (in each case modulo isometries).
1) the d-tori T
d , whose reduced configuration spaces which can readily be solved [157] in all dimensions, in contrast to the Euclidean N -body problem, for which d = 1, 2 are easy but d ≥ 3 presents impasses.
2) The d-spheres S d which was Kendall's [83] second tree since 1987 [63] , for which I provided a Relational Mechanics in [127] .
3) The d-dimensional real-projective spaces RP d .
Moreover, these other examples and, indeed, almost every other example, have no proper similarity Killing vector. So the idea that removing scale is somehow significant is very much restricted to flat space.
Considering non-maximality privilege brings in the further options of i) T r alone, with Mechanics dating back to Lagrange, i) Dil alone, ii) Rot alone, and iii) Rot × Dil alone [126] , iv) T r Dil -Kendall's preshape sphere [59] , whose corresponding Relational Mechanics was given in [112] -and v) T r Rot: the original Leibnizian setting of the relational side of the Absolute versus Relational (Motion) Debate, for which [54] provided a Relational Mechanics (reviewed in [112] ).
Finally, quotienting out automorphism groups fails to remove all traces of absolute space's topology and symmetry. And some of the ways of dealing with this involve considering generic trees (for which this is a non-issue), or the sum over the whole forest, to which all trees, special or not, have a priori an opportunity to contribute to.'
Mathematics beyond Lie toward a global resolution of the Problem of Time
What our local resolution does not cover is quantum nonuniqueness issues (Multiple Choice Problems of Time) and global issues (Global Problems of Time). Globality requires bundles, sections, cohomology, stratified maninfolds, sheaves, and a range of patching methods and of Global Analysis. It is here that rather more recent mathematics than Lie's work is required. We extend by the below names the list of mathematicians since Lie on whose work our Local Resolution of the Problem of Time is founded It is common knowledge that Topology is due to Poincaré, cohomology to de Rham, fibre bundles to Whitney, stratified manifolds to Whitney and Thom, and sheaves to Leray, Henri Cartan and Grothendieck. One should also distinguish between Topology and the furtherly equipped Differential Topology -more immediately suitable for physical applications -of which cohomology is a significant part, but so are Sard's Theorem, Whitney's Theorems, and Morse Theory.
While humankind's Global Analysis has not yet been sufficiently developed to deal with the Global Problems of Time, key works which can be used in this direction so far are those of Sobolev, Christodoulou and Klainerman. The Multiple Choice Problem may benefit from deformation of cohomologies, with Kontsevich's work probably being our best hope for now. We shall only detail which techniques and citations this paragraph refers to in subsequent works.
For now, the current Article represents some 'middle ground' in starting to globalize, which does clearly venture outside of most of the remit of Lie's work. This adds the names of Hausdorff [10] -for topological spaces themselves as well as for his separation axiom -Alexandrov and Urysohn [12] for the modern concept of compactness, Dieudonné [16] for paracompactness, Leschetz [15] for the first -normal spaces -Shrinking Lemma, and Čech [13] for his homology, which Steenrod [14] dualized to cohomology, These underpinnings feed into the LCHP and LCHS stratified manifold work of Pflaum, Sniatycki, and Kreck outlined in Article II.
